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• Various stress recognition studies exist based on physical/ physio-
logical measures [1]
• facial cues

• upper body movements

• biosignals (EEG, ECG, EDA,…) 

• behavioural patterns (body posture/gestures,…)

• multimodal approaches

• Traditional ML techniques may sometimes present limitations in 
terms of identifying complex patterns. In contrast, Deep Learning 
(DL) techniques can reveal underlying patterns not easily observed. 

• To the best of our knowledge, there are few studies in the literature 
employing DL techniques in stress recognition through ECG. 

Introduction

[1] G. Giannakakis et al., “Review on psychological stress detection using biosignals.,” IEEE Transactions on 
Affective Computing, 2019.



• Develop a robust stress model being able to efficiently 
discriminate stress states using ECG signals

• Investigate the most appropriate transformations for data-
driven models and propose a computationally efficient DL 
architecture for automated heart activity analysis

Problem position



Stress

“… similar to the spectrum of color, emotions seem to lack the discrete borders that would 
clearly differentiate one emotion from another..”

Russell & Fehr, 1994

Arousal

Valence



• A experimental protocol with 4 
phases  

• Social exposure

• Emotion recall

• Cognitive stress

• Stressful videos

• Each subject performed 11 tasks 

• 3 neutral

• 7 stress 

• 1 relaxed 

• 72 neutral and 168 stressful 
sessions

Experimental protocol

Intended affective state (N: neutral, S: stress, R: relaxed). 

Phase Experimental task
Duration 

(min)
Affective 

State

1. Exposure
1. Reference period 1 N

2. Interview 1 S

2. Emotion 
recall

1. Reference period 1 N

2. Anxious event recall 
(AER)

1/2 S

3. Stressful event recall 
(SER)

1/2 S

3. Cognitive 
stress

1. Stressful images 
(IAPS)

2 S

2. Stroop Color Word 
test (SCWT)

2 S

4. Stressful 
videos

1. Reference period 1 N

2. Relaxing video 2 R

3. Adventure video (AV) 2 S

4. Psychological 
pressure video (PPV)

2 S

wide range of 
external/ 
internal stressors



• The dataset was collected during a 
research project related to contactless 
cardiometabolic diseases risk assessment
(SEMEOTICONS)

• Semeoticons Reference Dataset for Stress 
Assessment 
• 24 subjects, 11 tasks

• 7 women, 17 men

• age 47.3±9.3 years

Study Population



• The signal was detrended by subtracting time series 
polynomial fit and bandpass filtered. 

• Spikes and artifacts (due to the subject’s activity/ 
body movements, etc) were suppressed with proper 
filters.

• The R components of the QRS complex were 
detected and the RR Intervals (RRI) were calculated. 

• The ectopic heartbeats were detected and excluded
• HRV signal approach [1]. (change of 40% over the averaged 

previous 5 heartbeats). 

• The RRI time series were interpolated to a 
frequency of 

ECG preprocessing

in
10

trp
f Hz

[1] D. Nabil and F. B. Reguig, “Ectopic beats detection and correction methods: A review,” Biomedical Signal Processing and
Control, vol. 18, pp. 228-244, 2015.



• Baseline removal 
• A relaxed period corresponding to each subject’s 

baseline was removed from all analyses 

• This period was removed from all other 
experimental tasks -> a common reference 
across subjects providing data normalization.  

Data Normalization

Brown: neutral 
Red: stress
Green : relaxed



• Multi-kernel architecture
• First Module

• 7 kernel types, each with 15 
learnable kernels

• MaxPooling Layer

• Batch Normalization

• Relu Activation

• Second Module

• 6 kernel types, each with 20 
learnable kernels

• MaxPooling Layer

• Batch Normalization

• Relu Activation

Network (DWNet1D) architecture

https://github.com/trivizakis/DWNet1D/



• Multi-kernel architecture
• Third Module

• 5 kernel types, each with 25 
learnable kernels

• MaxPooling Layer

• Batch Normalization

• Relu Activation

• Fully-Connected Layer: 20 
Neurons

• SoftMax Activation Function

• Class Prediction: Neutral vs
Stress

Network (DWNet1D) architecture

https://github.com/trivizakis/DWNet1D/



Classification procedure

• 6-fold cross validation 
• on subject basis stratification

• For each fold, 24 subjects, 11 tasks 
• Training set : 16 subjects

• Hold-out method

• Model fitting

• Validation set: 4 subjects
• Model selection

• Hyperparameter Optimization 
• Learning rate, number of learning kernels, 

number of neurons, number of modules, 
learning rate, etc

• Testing set: 4 subjects
• Unseen to the model

• Only for the final evaluation metrics



• Sliding temporal window approach within each task
• 30 seconds

• 3 seconds step

• Increases samples in each task

• Provides information about temporal evolution of RRI

Data Augmentation



• 6-fold cross validation, 5 repetitions 

• Performance measure:

Performance evaluation

TP TN
Accuracy

TP FP FN TN




  

Normalized Non normalized

Kernel
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4

Total Avg. 

DWNet1D 90.3 83.5 92.6 85.9 80.2 87.8 99.1 99.0 89.8

Single-3 91.9 87.8 92.7 85.3 74.3 85.2 99 95.3 88.9

Single-5 91.5 80.3 92.0 87.4 69 96.3 81.5 98.7 87.1

Single-10 93.5 90.5 94.5 87.3 68.4 76.7 99.5 93.8 88.0

Single-20 89.6 85.2 93.1 84.6 73.7 81.5 99.1 97.9 88.1

Single-50 87.2 78.7 92.8 84 79.9 78.5 99.4 93.5 86.8

Single-100 92.9 88.9 90.3 86.4 78.4 84.1 98.1 96.9 89.5

Single-200 90.6 89 88.7 88.5 80.7 83.3 88.4 97.8 88.4



Performance evaluation

Average 6-fold ROC Curves for Normalized (top) and Non normalized RR 
Interval (bottom) transformation for the stress phases 1-4 (left to right)



Visualization of Activation Patterns

• Extracted from the fully-connected 
layer

• Visualization of testing set samples

• Each row represents one testing 
sample

• Neutral vs Stress

• Top part: two of the worst models

• Bottom part: the best models

• Different patterns for stress and 
neutral state respectively



• The DWNet1D can discriminate among the two mental states
with high classification accuracy (avg. 89.8%)

• Proposed Deep Learning architecture outperforms traditional 
ML techniques 89.8% vs 84.4% respectively.  

• DL “black box” not explaining directly which heart activity 
features lead to high discrimination accuracy

• The cross validation on a subject basis provides a pessimistic 
approach on accuracy results, but it is closer to the approach 
a stress recognition should have. 

Conclusions



Thank you for your attention


